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Abstract

As demand for bandwidth increases in systems-on-a-chip
and chip multiprocessors, networks are fast replacing buses
and dedicated wires as the pervasive interconnect fabric for
on-chip communication. The tight delay requirements faced
by on-chip networks have resulted in prior microarchitec-
tures being largely performance-driven. While performance
is a critical metric, on-chip networks are also extremely
power-constrained. In this paper, we investigate on-chip
network microarchitectures from a power-driven perspec-
tive. We first analyze the power dissipation of existing net-
work microarchitectures, highlighting insights that prompt
us to devise several power-efficient network microarchitec-
tures: segmented crossbar, cut-through crossbar and write-
through buffer. We also study and uncover the power sav-
ing potential of an existing network architecture: express
cube. These techniques are evaluated with synthetic as well
as real chip multiprocessor traces, showing a reduction in
network power of up to 44.9%, along with no degrada-
tion in network performance, and even improved latency-
throughput in some cases.

1 Introduction

On-chip networks have been widely proposed as the in-
terconnect fabric for high-performance systems-on-a-chip
(SoCs) [3, 9, 15], and demonstrated in several chip multi-
processors (CMPs) [14, 20]. As these networks are facing
tight delay requirements [21], prior designs and microarchi-
tecture studies have been heavily performance-driven, aim-
ing towards lowering network delay to that of pure wire
transmission latency [13, 14, 20].

However, the targeted systems of on-chip networks are
increasingly becoming power-constrained. Battery life is
of primary concern in embedded SoCs in PDAs, laptops
and other mobile devices. In enterprise and desktop envi-
ronments, system power budget, pressured by cooling and
packaging costs, is the key constraint faced by designers

today in systems such as server blades, storage bricks and
PCs. With the increasing demand for interconnect band-
width, on-chip networks are taking up a substantial portion
of system power budget, e.g. the MIT Raw on-chip network
which connects 16 tiles of processing elements consumes
36% of total chip power, with each router dissipating 40%
of individual tile power.

This drove us to rethink network microarchitecture de-
sign from a power-driven perspective and investigate what
constitutes the ideal transmission energy in networks. To
understand the power characteristics of prior performance-
driven network microarchitectures, we modeled the on-chip
networks of two CMPs – the MIT Raw [20] and the UT
Austin TRIPS [14] and obtained their power profile by us-
ing Orion [24], a power-performance simulator for intercon-
nection networks. Our modeling highlights the significant
power dissipation of on-chip networks, and brings valuable
insights on the relative power composition of different mi-
croarchitecture components in on-chip networks.

Based on our analysis and insights, we devise three new
microarchitectures: segmented crossbar, cut-through cross-
bar and write-through buffer. We also study the power
saving potential of an existing network architecture: ex-
press cube. These techniques target energy reduction of
key router components towards the ideal network transmis-
sion energy. Each mechanism’s impact on power, perfor-
mance and area is first analyzed in-depth through power
modeling and probabilistic analysis, then evaluated with a
cycle-accurate network simulator. Our simulations show
that these mechanisms can achieve significant power sav-
ings of 44.9% for synthetic uniform random traffic, and
37.9% for the TRIPS traffic traces, as compared to a base-
line network configuration based on current on-chip net-
work designs, with no performance degradation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
introduces the power characteristics of prior performance-
driven on-chip network designs, along with a characteriza-
tion of ideal network energy consumption, and the power
profiles of the Raw and TRIPS on-chip networks. Section 3
describes four power-efficient network microarchitectures,
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analyzing the power-performance-area impact of different
points in the design space for each mechanism. Section 4
delves into our simulation results of the proposed mecha-
nisms, evaluated against synthetic and real traffic traces. A
discussion of prior related work follows in section 5, and
section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background and analysis

2.1 Background on on-chip networks

On-chip networks have been proposed for chip mul-
tiprocessors (CMPs) as well as heterogeneous systems-
on-a-chip [15]. In this work, we focus on fine-grained
CMPs [14, 20] that transport operands instead of more tra-
ditional multiprocessors [1, 2, 22] that carry cache lines or
user messages, as such fine-grained CMPs with on-chip net-
works have already been demonstrated and fabricated, pro-
viding invaluable access to design details for power charac-
terization and analysis.

In these fine-grained CMPs, whose networks are also
named scalar operand networks [21], operand bypassing
and forwarding delay between processing elements is ab-
solutely critical to system performance, so network delay
stands out as the most important performance metric. This
has resulted in prior designs of on-chip network microarchi-
tectures being heavily performance-driven, geared towards
lowering network delay as much as possible.

In the drive towards lower network delay, on-chip net-
works tend to choose simple, fast routing protocols, such as
dimension-ordered routing. For example, Raw’s dynamic
network uses a routing algorithm similar to dimension-
ordered routing in that each flit1 can turn at most once. On-
chip networks also tend to opt for two-dimensional topolo-
gies such as meshes and tori. While high-dimensional
topologies have shorter average hop count, they are less de-
sirable for the small scale of on-chip networks of today that
tend to range from 4�4 to 8�8 nodes. This is due to con-
straints on chip size and hop delay, as they lead to longer
channels as well as uneven channel delay [6]. Both Raw
and TRIPS use 2-D topologies.

2.2 Power analysis of on-chip networks

As characterized previously in [24], the energy con-
sumed when transmitting a data flit2 is:

Ef lit � �Ewrt �Erd �Earb �Exb �Elnk� �H

� �Ebu f �Earb �Exb �Elnk� �H (1)

1A flit is short for flow control unit, a fixed-length segment of a packet.
2We use data flits in our discussion for simplicity.

where Ewrt is the average energy dissipated when writing a
flit into the input buffer, Erd is the average energy dissipated
when reading a flit from the input buffer, Ebu f � Ewrt �Erd

is average buffer energy, Earb is average arbitration energy,
Exb is average crossbar traversal energy, Elnk is average link
traversal energy and H is the number of hops traversed by
this flit.

Equation (1) can be reformulated as:

Ef lit � ER �H �Ewire �D (2)

where ER �Ebu f �Earb�Exb is average router energy, Ewire

is average link wire transmission energy per unit length as-
suming optimally-placed repeaters and D is the Manhattan
distance between source and destination.

The ideal flit transmission energy is that dissipated by a
dedicated wire linking source and destination, correspond-
ing to the minimum physical activity required to complete
the transmission:

Ef litideal
� Ewire �D (3)

But in reality, more than ideal energy is consumed as
the network shares and multiplexes links between multi-
ple source-destination flows, thus requiring intermediate
routers that dissipate additional energy ER.

To understand the power profile of on-chip networks, we
used Orion to model the power consumption of the Raw
and TRIPS networks. Orion’s power models have been val-
idated against Raw to be within 10% error of circuit-level
power estimations. Details of the power profiling can be
found in [23], here we only give summaries:

Network power vs. total system power. In the Raw
multiprocessor system, interconnection networks consume
7.1W power, which is 36% of total chip power, as estimated
by the Raw designers using circuit-level tools [10]. This re-
sult highlights that networks consume a substantial portion
of total system power in CMPs.

Network power composition. Table 1 summarizes the
average power composition of the Raw and TRIPS data net-
works. These numbers will vary with different network pa-

Table 1. Raw and TRIPS average network power
composition.

input buffer crossbar arbiter link
Raw 31% 30% �0% 39%
TRIPS 35% 33% 1% 31%

rameters, but they clearly convey that unlike off-chip net-
works, where link power dominates, buffers, crossbars and
links are equally important for reducing on-chip network
power.
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3 Power-efficient network microarchitec-
tures

Our power analysis of on-chip networks as encapsulated
in Equation (2) highlights several avenues that can be tar-
geted for reducing flit transmission energy – router energy
ER, hop count H and wire transmission energy per unit
length Ewire. ER mainly consists of buffer energy and cross-
bar energy. Source-destination distance D is largely deter-
mined by physical placement and is considered an input to
network microarchitecture design.

Many circuit techniques have been proposed for reduc-
ing Ewire, such as low-swing signaling [9, 25] and bus
encoding schemes [19]. In this paper, we focus on the
architecture level instead, devising, analyzing and eval-
uating four network microarchitectural/architectural tech-
niques that target different components of ER and H.

3.1 Segmented crossbar

Matrix crossbar is a common crossbar design. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows the schematic of a 4�4 matrix crossbar.
Each line in the figure represents a flit-wide bus, with tri-
state buffers at cross points, enabling connections from in-
put ports to output ports. From the figure we can see that
when a flit enters from input port E and leaves through out-
put port W, the entire input lines and output lines switch.
Useful switching, however, is indicated by the dotted line –
less than half of the actual switching capacitance.

This prompted us to propose segmented crossbars, a sim-
plified application of segmented buses [4]. Figure 1(b)
shows its schematic. Each input/output line is evenly di-
vided into M segments by tri-state buffers. Switch arbiters
generate and configure the control signals of these tri-state
buffers so that only the minimally needed wire segments
switch, thus reducing Exb.

Power analysis. Crossbar traversal energy Exb can be
formulated as:

Exb � Exb in �Exb out �Exb ctr (4)

where Exb in is the energy dissipation of crossbar input
lines, Exb out is the energy dissipation of crossbar output
lines, and Exb ctr is the energy dissipation of control lines of
tri-state buffers.

Exb in is determined by the input line capacitance Cin,
switching activity Ain, and flit size F ; while Exb out is simi-
larly determined by the output line capacitanceCout , switch-
ing activity Aout and F. A segmented crossbar reduces Cin

and Cout , and has no impact on switching activities Ain and
Aout . As it requires more control lines for segment tri-state
buffers, Exb ctr increases. The negative impact on power
is minimal, given far fewer control lines than input/output
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(a) A 4�4 matrix crossbar.
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(b) A 4�4 segmented cross-
bar with 2 segments per line.

Figure 1. Schematic of a matrix crossbar and a
segmented crossbar. F is flit size in bits, dw is
track width, E, W, N, S are ports.

lines unless M is larger than flit size. All these details are
modeled by extending Orion’s crossbar power model.

We define Cin to be the input line capacitance of a nor-
mal, unsegmented matrix crossbar, Cti to be the input capac-
itance of one tri-state buffer and Cto to be the output capac-
itance of one tri-state buffer. Assuming that traffic is evenly
distributed among all input and output ports, the probability
of the ith segment being traversed by incoming flits is:

Pi �
M� i�1

M
� i � �1�M�

and the switching capacitance of the ith segment is:

C1 �
Cin

M
�Cti

Ci �
Cin

M
�Cti �Cto� i � 2� � � � �M�1

CM �
Cin

M
�Cto

So total effective switching capacitance is:

C
�

in �
M

∑
i�1

Pi �Ci

�
M�1

2M
�Cin �

�M �2��M�1�
2M

�Cti �

M�1
2

�Cto (5)

The same analysis can be applied to Cout :

C
�

out �
M�1

2M
�Cout �

�M�2��M�1�
2M

�Cti �

M�1
2

�Cto (6)

From Equations (5) and (6), an upper bound of power
savings with 2, 3 and 4 segments is 25%, 33.3% and 37.5%
respectively, which is calculated by ignoring Cti, Cto and
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Figure 2. Segmented crossbar power savings (rel-
ative to matrix crossbar).

control lines. As M increases, these ignored terms become
more significant and the bound becomes looser. So we can
conclude that adding more segments beyond 2 or 3 does not
buy enough power savings to compensate for the overhead.

Figure 2 shows the power savings of several segmented
crossbar configurations relative to matrix crossbar, esti-
mated by our power models, assuming 64-bit flit and 0.1µm
technology. Note that several configurations are not quite
valid, e.g. 3 does not divide 4, but are shown to reflect gen-
eral trends.

From the figure we can see that large-scale crossbars
tend to gain higher power savings from segmentation since
the overhead of tri-state buffers gets relatively smaller. On
the other hand, for a fixed crossbar size, increasing the num-
ber of segments does not always result in higher power sav-
ings, e.g. a 3-segment 4�4 crossbar saves more power than
a 4-segment 4�4 crossbar.

Impact on performance. A 2-segment segmented
crossbar has negligible impact on performance since a sin-
gle tri-state buffer can be easily absorbed into the existing
repeater chains and will not affect the duration of the cross-
bar traversal pipeline stage. More segments may increase
crossbar delay, but they do not necessarily save more power
either.

Impact on area. Segmenting has no impact on area.
Crossbar area is determined by the width and height of the
matrix grid, and since cross point tri-state buffers and re-
peater chains can fit within the grid, so can segment tri-state
buffers.

3.2 Cut-through crossbar

Cut-through crossbar is another microarchitectural
mechanism we propose for reducing crossbar traversal en-
ergy Exb. While segmented crossbars are motivated by
the inherent operation of a crossbar, cut-through crossbars
leverage insights on network traffic patterns and routing

F columns

F rows

d w

wd
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W

E

E
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(a) A 4�4 cut-through crossbar.

E W N S

inject E W N S

eject

(b) Extending to a 5�5
crossbar.

Figure 3. Schematic of cut-through crossbars. F
is flit size, dw is track width, E, W, N, S are ports.

protocols in on-chip networks.
Figure 3(a) sketches a 4�4 cut-through crossbar, where

each input port is directly connected to the output port of
the opposite direction by a flit-wide bus, e.g. E�W, N�S,
so only turns from one dimension to another go through tri-
state buffers at cross points.

Essentially, cut-through crossbars optimize for the com-
mon case – straight-through traffic, so straight-through traf-
fic incurs lower energy consumption as well as faster traver-
sal. However, it does so at the expense of the connectivity
of the crossbar switch.

A cut-through crossbar supports almost the same con-
nectivity as the original matrix crossbar, with the exception
of a few combinations of turns as they share common wires.
One example is shown by the two dotted lines in Figure 3(a)
– connections E�N and N�W conflict because they both
use a common line segment (shown in bold). In this case,
one flit needs to wait for the next crossbar traversal cycle.
An observation is that any connectivity restriction induced
by cut-through crossbars consists of at least two turns: one
from the horizontal dimension to the vertical dimension,
another from the vertical dimension to the horizontal di-
mension. Therefore, cut-through crossbars incur no per-
formance penalty when a simple, dimension-ordered rout-
ing protocol is used, because with such protocols, flits can
only turn from one dimension to another, but not vice versa,
hence inherently preventing any conflict. The trend towards
simplistic routing protocols in on-chip networks thus makes
cut-through crossbar a feasible choice.

Cut-through crossbars target 4�4 fabrics, a common
switch size in on-chip 2-D torus or mesh topologies. When
injection port and ejection port are considered, since a cut-
through crossbar is not easily scalable to support a 5�5 fab-
ric, a 4:1 mux and a 1:4 demux are used in parallel with the
crossbar, as shown in Figure 3(b). Each input port and out-
put port is properly muxed or demuxed to prevent interfer-
ence among the three components.

Power analysis. Recall Equation (4), Exb � Exb in �
Exb out �Exb ctr. Cut-through crossbars reduce Exb in and
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Exb out by reducing the input/output line length and capaci-
tance. The input line capacitance is:

Cin �CL �CT

where CL is wire capacitance and CT is the capacitance of
attached tri-state buffers. In Figure 1(a) each line represents
an F-bit bus, where F is flit size. So a 4�4 matrix crossbar
can be regarded as a 4F�4F grid, and the line length is:

LM � 4F �dw

where dw is track width. Similarly, a cut-through crossbar
can be regarded as a 2F�2F grid, and its line length is:

LC � 2F �dw

CL is proportional to line length, and is in turn proportional
to flit size. Assuming large enough flit size, hence CT �CL

and Cin �CL, and since LC � 1
2LM , Exb in of a cut-through

crossbar is one half of that of a matrix crossbar. Similarly,
we can derive that the average control line length is one half
of that of a matrix crossbar, and so is Exb ctr . Exb out � 0 in
cut-through crossbars since each input line extends directly
to its opposite output port and there is no separate output
line.

Relative to matrix crossbar traversal energy, cut-through
crossbar traversal energy is:

E
�

xb �
1
2

Exb in �
1
2

Exb ctr (7)

For a matrix crossbar with the same number of input ports
and output ports, Exb in � Exb out . Also since there are far
fewer control lines than input/output lines, which implies
Exb ctr � Exb in, a cut-through crossbar consumes roughly
1
4 energy of a matrix crossbar, and an upper bound of power
saving is 75%.

We extended Orion’s power models for cut-through
crossbars and Table 2 shows the estimated power savings
relative to matrix crossbar, for varying flit sizes and tech-
nologies, assuming 0.5 switching probability and 0.5 flit ar-
rival rate.

Table 2. Cut-through crossbar power savings (rel-
ative to matrix crossbar).

flit size 64 bits 128 bits 256 bits
0.1µm 39.4% 47.2% 52.0%
0.18µm 33.6% 43.0% 50.0%

Since each line is connected with 4 tri-state buffers,
whose capacitance contribution is fixed, and line length is
proportional to flit size, larger flit size leads to greater sig-
nificance of wire capacitance and higher power saving. The

increase in power savings as technology scales down is due
to the increasing impact of wire coupling capacitance.

Impact on performance. To get an upper bound of la-
tency increase due to the connectivity restrictions of a cut-
through crossbar, we assume uniform random traffic and a
worst-case routing algorithm which gives each incoming flit
the same probability of leaving from any other direction.
This is a reasonable assumption because, although not im-
possible, it is unrealistic to design a routing algorithm which
makes twice as many turns as straight traffic. Assume a 4�4
router and let λ denote the flit arrival rate at each input port.
Then, for each input port, the probabilities of traffic turning
and not turning at any cycle (assuming no u-turns) are:

pturn �
2
3

λ

pnot turn � 1�
2
3

λ

With two input ports per dimension, the following equa-
tions derive the probabilities of each dimension having two
turns, one and only one turn, and any one turn respectively:

P2 turn � pturn � pturn

P1 turn � 2 � pturn � pnot turn

Pany turn � 1� pnot turn � pnot turn

Now consider the conflicting condition which con-
tributes additional delay, of which there are three scenarios:

� The horizontal dimension has two turns and the verti-
cal dimension has turning traffic. They conflict as two
turns from one dimension use up all wire resources of
this dimension, preventing them from being used by
turns from another dimension.

� The horizontal dimension has one turn and the vertical
dimension has two turns.

� Both the horizontal dimension and the vertical dimen-
sion have exactly one turn. They conflict with proba-
bility pxy. A simple enumeration reveals that pxy �

3
4 .

So the conflicting probability (plotted in Figure 4) is:

PC � P2 turn �Pany turn �P1 turn �P2 turn �

P1 turn �P1 turn � pxy

�

�
2
3

λ
�2

�

�
3
4
�λ�

5
9

λ2
�

From this equation, we can see that PCmax �PC	λ�1 �
43
81 ,

which means that at full load (λ � 1), the latency of the
crossbar is increased by 53%. With a typical 3-stage router
pipeline and a single cycle link propagation delay, a cut-
through crossbar will introduce at most 20% additional de-
lay, which is a favorable trade-off for energy-delay product,
even with such an unrealistic worst-case routing algorithm.
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Figure 4. Conflict probability vs. flit arrival rate for
a cut-through crossbar.

Impact on area. A cut-through crossbar clearly takes up
less area than a matrix crossbar of the same scale.

3.3 Write-through input buffer

As pointed out in our analysis, buffer energy Ebu f con-
stitutes a significant portion of total router energy ER, and
is thus another target for power optimization.

In a typical wormhole router [8], when a flit enters an
input port, it is written to the input buffer queue, and makes
a request for switch traversal when it reaches the head of
the queue. When the request is granted, the flit is read out
of the input buffer, traverses the crossbar switch fabric and
makes its way through the link to the next hop.

Bypassing input buffer is a common optimization for
performance – when the flit arrives, if the buffer is empty,
the flit heads straight to switch arbitration, and if it suc-
ceeds, the flit gets sent directly to the crossbar switch, cir-
cumventing the input buffers. Figure 5(a) illustrates how
bypassing is typically implemented – with a separate bypass
path connecting the router input port with the crossbar input
port, and a flit-width register latching the data between con-
secutive pipeline stages of flit arrival and crossbar traversal.

The incoming flit is still written into the buffer so that if
bypassing cannot be done, it will not be overwritten by the
next flit. So bypassing only saves buffer read operations, at
the expense of a separate bypass path. Since buffer write
operations are not saved and the bypass path consumes ex-
tra energy and area, we propose an improved microarchi-
tecture: write-through buffer, which realizes bypassing by
overlapping the bypass path and buffer write bitlines, as
sketched in Figure 5(b). Figure 5(c) shows the detailed
schematic of a write-through buffer. Here the SRAM write
bitlines are used as the bypass path and extend beyond the
buffer. A write-through buffer essentially removes buffer
read energy when bypassing can be done, at the expense of
minimal hardware cost: pipeline registers and muxes.

Power analysis. Equation (1) can be augmented to re-

(a)

w
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 b

itl
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e
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 b
itl
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e

(b)

sense amplifier

read wordline

write wordline

re
ad

 b
itl

in
e

w
ri

te
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tli

ne

(c)

Figure 5. (a) Bypassing without overlapping. (b)
Bypassing with overlapping. (c) Schematic of a
write-through input buffer.

flect the power saving ability of write-through buffers:

Ef lit � �Ewrt �α �Erd �Earb �Exb �Elnk� �H (8)

where α is the probability of a flit being unable to bypass
the input buffer.

By using queuing theory, we can derive an upper bound
of the power savings of write-through buffers. The proba-
bility of the buffer being empty is:

p0 � 1�
λ
µ

where λ is the flit arrival rate and µ is the flit service or
departure rate. Assuming no switch competition, so that
µ � 1, and we have:

α � 1� p0 � λ

From [24],

Erd � Ewl �F�Ebr �2Echg�

Ewrt � Ewl �δbwEbw �δbcEbc

where Ewl is wordline energy, F is flit size, Ebr is read bit-
line energy, Echg is pre-charging energy, Ebw is write bitline
energy, Ebc is memory cell energy, and δbw and δbc are write
bitline switching activity factor and memory cell switching
activity factor respectively. Let r denote Ewrt

Erd
, so the energy

consumed by a normal buffer is:

Ebu f � Ewrt �Erd � �r�1�Erd

When using write-through buffers,

E
�

bu f � Ewrt �λ �Erd � �r�λ�Erd
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thus, the relative power saving is 1�λ
r�1 . When buffer size is

large enough, Ebr � Ebw and Ewl �Echg�Ebc � Ebr. Assum-
ing uniform random traffic, so that δbw � 1

2F and r � 1
2 . At

very low flit arrival rate (λ � 0), the buffer power saving
can reach 60%.

In reality, because on-chip networks tend to have small
buffer size and also due to switch competition, write-
through buffers achieve much less power savings than the
upper bound.

Impact on performance. A write-through buffer can
bypass buffer operations when the required conditions are
met, otherwise it acts like a normal buffer, so it has no
negative impact on network performance. In fact, a write-
through buffer saves on buffer read/write delay at times, and
improves network performance.

Impact on area. With overlapped bypass path and write
bitlines, a write-through buffer only incurs marginal area
overhead due to the additional registers and muxes.

3.4 Express cube

Express cube was first proposed in [7] to lower network
latency by reducing average hop count. The main idea
is to add extra channels between non-adjacent nodes, so
that packets spanning long source-destination distances can
shorten their network delay by traveling mainly along these
express channels, thus reducing the average hop count.

We recognize that besides its performance benefit, an ex-
press cube can also reduce network power, since it reduces
H, effectively removing intermediate router energy ER com-
pletely. By targeting H, and eradicating ER instead of low-
ering it as in the previous microarchitectural techniques, ex-
press cubes stand to reap the largest power savings.

Figure 6(a) shows a 2-D torus augmented with express
channels. Express nodes are those connected by both local
and express channels. Non-express nodes are referred to as
local nodes. Express interval is the distance in hops between
two adjacent express nodes. Figure 6(b) compares the size
of a local node and an express node. An express node has
twice as many network ports as a local node, which im-
plies double buffer space and a larger crossbar, so an express
node consumes more power than a local node. We take this
into account in our power modeling of express cubes.

Power-performance analysis. Since the utilization of
express channels heavily depends on network traffic, cycle-
accurate simulation is needed to obtain actual power sav-
ings. Here, we analyze the reduction of hop count as an
approximation of potential energy and delay savings, so we
can explore the trade-offs in the design space of express
cubes.

To simplify the analysis, we target ring topology. A nor-
mal ring with N nodes has average hop count H � N2

4�N�1� if

N is even, or H � N�1
4 if N is odd. For a ring augmented

A

B

(a) A torus with
express channels
(shown bold), ex-
press interval is 2.
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e w
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(b) Comparison of a local node and an
express node. Lower case letters rep-
resent local ports, upper case letters
represent express ports.

Figure 6. Express cube topology and microarchi-
tecture.

with express channels, we define the following routing al-
gorithm: given source node S and destination node D,

1. For S, locate its two closest express nodes: SL and SR.
If S itself is an express node, SL � SR � S.

2. For D, locate DL and DR in the same fashion.

3. Compute the hop counts of five routes: S � SL �
DL � D, S � SL � DR � D, S � SR � DL � D,
S� SR � DR � D and S� D directly. For each step
of the route, if both nodes are express nodes, the route
takes only express channels, otherwise it takes only lo-
cal channels.

4. The route with the minimum hop count is a shortest
path.

This routing algorithm is not very efficient, but it guarantees
finding a shortest path.

By implementing this algorithm in C, we can compute
the average hop count of an express ring and the reduction
of the average hop count compared to a normal ring. Fig-
ure 7 shows some results. From the figure, we can see that
express cubes have a wide range of hop count reduction (10-
60%). For a fixed express interval, large networks tend to
gain more benefit from express cubes since express chan-
nels have a higher chance of being used. For a fixed net-
work size, the optimum express interval value lies between
the smallest and largest valid interval values. This is be-
cause a large express interval can bypass more local nodes
and yield more hop count reduction, but a large express in-
terval also reduces the density of express nodes so that less
traffic can benefit from them.

N-dimensional express cube routing is not as simple as
the combination of N orthogonal express ring routings. For
a 2-D express cube, the routing algorithm needs to locate
the four closest express nodes to the source/destination node
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and then enumerate 17 routes to find the shortest path. This
also means more opportunities of hop count reduction. The
dashed line in Figure 6(a) shows such an example, rout-
ing from node A to node B. This shortest path cannot be
achieved by routing within one dimension, then another, but
it does not lead to deadlocks as express channels and local
channels belong to different virtual channels. Essentially,
with the same express interval and same number of nodes
per dimension, higher-dimensional express cubes can lead
to larger hop count reduction.

Impact on area. Both express channels and larger ex-
press nodes require more area. However, their area over-
head can be partially compensated by reducing flit size, and
this is elaborated in the next section.

4 Simulation results

4.1 Experiment setup

We evaluated the four power-efficient network microar-
chitectures/architectures using our extension of Orion’s
power models plugged into PoPNet, a publicly available
C++ network simulator [16]. In our discussion below,
packet latency is defined as the number of cycles since the
first flit of the packet is injected into the network until the
last flit of the packet is ejected from the network. 0-load
latency is the packet latency when the network is not con-
gested at all, i.e. packet injection rate is close to 0. Through-
put has several different definitions in different contexts,
we use the definition that throughput is the data rate where
packet latency reaches double the 0-load latency. While we
generally use energy as a metric in our analysis, in this sec-
tion, we use average total power since it is more relevant for
a whole system.

Using Raw [20], TRIPS [14] and the on-chip network
proposed in [9] as references, we define the baseline net-
work as follows: 2-D torus topology, 128-bit flits, 5 flits per

packet, 2 virtual channels per port and 16-flit input buffer
per virtual channel, and dimension-ordered routing. We as-
sume that each virtual channel has a separate buffer, rather
than two virtual channels sharing one buffer, to lower power
consumption. We assume 1.2V voltage and 2GHz clock
frequency at 0.1µm technology. The link length between
adjacent nodes is 3mm. Based on the voltages suggested
by [9, 25], we assume 300mV low-swing signaling for on-
chip links. This baseline configuration is named net base,
and configurations extended with power saving techniques
are as follows:

� net seg: extends net base with 2-segment segmented
crossbars.

� net cut: extends net base with cut-through crossbars.

� net wrt: extends net base with write-through buffers.

� net exp: extends net base with express channels (ex-
press interval = 2). We assume that router pipeline is
not lengthened for express nodes. For a fair compar-
ison, we keep network bisection bandwidth constant.
Since every other channel is augmented with express
channels, a flit size of 128� 2

3 � 85 bits is used for ex-
press cubes to equalize bisection bandwidth with that
of a 128-bit wide torus. Packet size thus needs to be
adjusted to 128�5

85 � 7�5 flits so that each packet still
contains the same number of bits. This is emulated by
having 50% 7-flit packets, and 50% 8-flit packets.

� net all: extends net base with all four mechanisms,
using express channels (express interval = 2), write-
through input buffers, 2-segment segmented crossbars
in express nodes, and cut-through crossbars in local
nodes. Flit size and packet size are adjusted as in
net exp.

By keeping bisection bandwidth constant, net exp uses
the same link area as net base. According to the area model
built in our power model, an express node as configured
in net exp occupies 30% more area than a normal node as
configured in net base. With express interval being 2, 25%
of network nodes are express nodes, so net exp uses 7.5%
more router area than net base, and the overall network
area overhead is even less. Since the other three mecha-
nisms have no or negligible negative area impact, net all
has roughly identical area overhead as net exp.

4.2 Synthetic uniform random traffic

With uniform random traffic, each node injects packets
to any other node with same probability and same data rate.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show average total network power
of all configurations for an 8�8 and a 4�4 torus network
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Figure 8. Network power/performance under uniform random traffic.
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respectively. Figure 8(c) shows power savings relative to
net base of net seg, net cut, net exp and net all for the
8�8 torus network. Since net wrt has relatively low power
savings, it is separately shown in Figure 8(d) with a small
scale for better legibility. Figures 8(e) and 8(f) show aver-
age packet latency of all configurations for an 8�8 and a
4�4 torus network respectively.

Power savings. From Figure 8(c), we see that both seg-
mented crossbars and cut-through crossbars result in no-
ticeable power savings (7% and 22% respectively), and
their power savings stay relatively invariant as network
size changes, as shown in Table 3. Cut-through crossbars
have higher power savings than segmented crossbars, which
matches our analysis. However, cut-through crossbars do
not scale well beyond 4�4, so the two microarchitectures
can be used complementarily.

Write-through buffers only yield marginal power savings
under uniform random traffic for the following two reasons:

� We observe that in our baseline configuration, input
buffers consume 23% of total network power, less than
crossbars (33%) and links (44%), so reduction in input
buffer power does not translate to much total power
reduction.

� When we derive the power saving upper bound in sec-
tion 3.3, we assume large enough buffer size and no
switch competition. Our baseline configuration has
moderate buffer size, and switch competitions reduce
chances of bypassing, both leading to less power sav-
ings.

Figure 8(d) shows the decreasing trend of write-through
buffer power savings as packet rate increases, which implies
more switch competitions.

Express cube is the winner. It single-handedly reduces
network power by 27% for a 4�4 torus and 36% for an 8�8
torus. From Figure 7, we see that the average hop count
reduction of express cubes is greater at larger network size,
so the 8�8 torus receives higher power savings.

In Figure 8(a), express cubes have less power savings at
high packet injection rates. This is because a network with
express channels has larger saturation throughput, so the
network can still sustain more traffic, which leads to more
power consumption, while the baseline configuration is al-
ready saturated and its power consumption does not quite
follow data rate increase. This phenomena is not obvious in
Figure 8(b) because express channels are less effective for
smaller networks.

Applying the other three techniques to an express cube
network does not give as much power saving as they do
to the baseline network. Cut-through crossbar, segmented
crossbar and write-through buffer together produce an addi-
tional 8-9% power reduction beyond what is achieved with

just express cubes. This is because the following two rea-
sons:

� Our analysis in section 3.4 shows that some techniques
produce higher power savings with larger flit sizes, and
both net exp and net all have smaller flit size than
other configurations.

� Express cubes reduce H, the number of routers tra-
versed by a packet. Since all other three mechanisms
target ER, a lower H implies fewer opportunities to
take advantage of them.

Impact on performance. According to our analysis,
segmented crossbars have no performance impact. Cut-
through crossbars have no performance impact either pro-
vided dimension-ordered routing is used. Express cubes re-
duce average latency by reducing average hop count, and
write-through buffers can potentially improve performance
by removing some buffer read operations.

From Figures 8(e) and 8(f), we see that express cubes
reduce 0-load latency by 23% for an 8�8 torus and by 3.3%
for a 4�4 torus. These simulation results match our analysis
in section 3.4 that express cubes have better performance
improvements for larger networks.

Write-through buffers have no noticeable performance
improvement, which leads us to believe that the bypassing
condition is rarely satisfied under uniform random traffic.

4.3 Chip multiprocessor traffic traces from the
TRIPS benchmark suite

We ran a set of network traces extracted from a suite
of sixteen benchmarks executed on one tile of the TRIPS
CMPs to see the impact of the four power-efficient network
microarchitectures/architectures on real traffic. Our simula-
tor models the fairly unique topology of TRIPS [14].

Power savings relative to net base are shown in Figure 9.
The power savings of segmented crossbars and cut-through
crossbars are almost invariant across all traces because they
mainly depend on network configurations and are less traffic
dependent. On the other hand, the power savings of express
cubes vary greatly from trace to trace because the utiliza-
tion of express channels is largely correlated with traffic pat-
terns, which are determined by the applications. The power
savings of write-through buffers vary slightly across traces,
suggesting similar buffer occupancies across all traces. We
are now conducting a more detailed investigation on the re-
lations between the applications and the achievable power
savings.

Table 3 summarizes the power savings of all experi-
ments. For uniform random traffic, we use the average val-
ues of all data points before network congestion.
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Figure 9. Power savings for network traces of the TRIPS benchmark suite.

Table 3. Average total network power savings (rel-
ative to net base configuration).

8�8 torus
(random)

4�4 torus
(random)

TRIPS
traces

net cut 22.4% 21.6% 20.4%
net seg 7.2% 6.9% 6.6%
net wrt 4.9% 4.5% 3.8%
net exp 36.3% 27.2% 30.9%
net all 44.9% 36.3% 37.9%

5 Related work

Power modeling. Patel et al. first noted the need to
consider power constraints in interconnection network de-
sign, and proposed a power model of routers and links [12].
Wang et al. developed architectural power models for inter-
connection network routers and built Orion [24], a power-
performance interconnection network simulator, which is
used in this work as our power modeling framework.

Low power component designs. Most prior low power
designs focus on reducing link power because that domi-
nates power in off-chip interconnection networks. In 2000,
Zhang, George and Rabaey proposed low-swing on-chip
links [25], and Lee, Dally and Chiang proposed novel low
power link designs [11]. Many low power bus encoding
techniques have also been proposed and can be readily used
on network links. However, these encoding techniques may
not be readily applied to router components such as buffers
and crossbars whose wire lengths are short relative to links,
and thus unable to offset the overhead of encoding/decoding
circuitry. While most previously proposed low power de-
signs are circuit level techniques, our work targets the prob-

lem at the network microarchitecture level. To the best
of our knowledge, this direction has not been previously
explored for interconnection networks. Clearly, circuits
and architectural techniques are synergistic and can lead to
larger combined power savings.

Power management. Another dimension to lower
power is to embed dynamic power management ability into
routing and flow control policies. Shang, Peh and Jha ex-
plored dynamic voltage scaling with links to reduce net-
work power dynamically [17]. They also developed Power-
Herd [18], a framework which maintains global power bud-
gets dynamically, sharing power budgets between adjacent
nodes so as to maximize network performance while not
exceeding peak power constraints. Chen and Peh targeted
leakage power instead, with power-aware buffers that dy-
namically shut off in response to changes in utilization [5].

6 Conclusions

Unlike prior approaches that are primarily performance-
driven, in this paper we adopt a power-driven perspective
towards the design of on-chip network microarchitectures.
As systems interconnected with on-chip networks become
increasingly power-constrained, it is critical that we explore
power-efficient network microarchitectures.

We first characterize the power profile of the on-chip
network designs of two CMPs – the MIT Raw [20] and
the UT Austin TRIPS [14], demonstrating that on-chip net-
works take up a significant percentage of total system power
(36% in Raw). This motivated us to propose three power-
efficient router microarchitectures and investigate the power
efficiency of an existing network architecture, evaluating
their power-performance-area impact with detailed power
modeling and probabilistic analysis. We then evaluated
the proposed network microarchitectures with synthetic as
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well as real CMP benchmark traffic traces, realizing 44.9%
power savings with uniform random traffic, and 37.9% with
TRIPS CMP traces as compared to a baseline network mi-
croarchitecture based on current on-chip network designs.
This substantial power saving is obtained with no degra-
dation in network performance, and even improved perfor-
mance in some cases.

Our study highlights the importance of a power-driven
approach to on-chip network design. We will continue to
investigate the interactions between traffic patterns and on-
chip network architectures, and seek to reach a systematic
design methodology for on-chip networks.
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